
You bring

You are fluent in English

Cloud cost optimization

Good Cloud knowledge, Google Cloud preferable Networking basics 

and planning are desirable

Be able to drive security, privasu, dovernance, DR, etc Infrastructure as 

Code focus (Terraform mainly right now), you need to hate clicking 

buttons!

GitOps, CI (Gitlab), CD (weave flux or similar)

Control Theory & Kubernetes

Improve Observability to remove all fear of Production Deployments

People to help developers find and solve issues themselves and work on 

avoiding them in the future.

Yourjob is to put yourself out of a job and tackle new improvements all 

the time

Primarily a coder who cares about making other coders productive.  We 

are not looking for scripting Adnmins Solve with thinking first, not tools

Your responsibilities

Help to build our brand as a sustainable company and design a product 

that people will love to use.

Believe that operations is a software problem, and define prescriptive 

ways for measuring availability, uptime, outages, toil, etc.

Encourage moving quickly by reducing costs of failure Encourage 

"automating this year's job away" and minimizing manual systems work 

to focus on efforts that bring long-term value to the system

Have a formula for balancing accidents and failures against new releases

Shape the future of LivingPackets and THE BOX by helping to create the 

core aapps for our services.

Shape the future of LivingPackets and THE BOX by helping to create the 

core aapps for our services.

Site Reliability Engineer (SRE)

Join us now

Have we aroused your interest? Then we look forward to seeing your application! Please write your heart out, and  state the earliest possible start date for you, 

and your salary expectations.  

If you have any questions in advance, Suk-Jung Kim will be happy to assist you via email. jobs@livingpackets.com

We want you to grow with us

At LivingPackets, we want to make the world a better place and people's 

lives easier. To do so, we have invented THE BOX: A sustainable, secure 

and smart packaging solution, that eliminates all packaging waste 

created by global e-commerce, is highly convenient to use, and enables 

fantastic new digital services.

We offer

A cool office in Kreuzberg, the real heart of Berlin :-)

A flexible work culture with focus on growth,passion and a respectful mindset towards your environment

An international team of exceptionally talented,motivated, creative and dedicated people

Shape a purpose driven form of capitalism which we call profit sharing economy

A real cause: help save the world from cutting millions of trees, (packaging) waste and transform it into a circular economy


